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Enforce’s New UIP Mobile Office Makes A Grand Entrance to Umhlanga
uMhlanga was buzzing with activity and excitement on Wednesday 17 October,
as the delivery of a new 9-metre Enforce Security UIP mobile office to Village
Green brought the hustle and bustle of the passers-by to a standstill. The existing
and smaller office has over the past three years provided a valuable service to
the community as a highly visible location for residents, businesses and visitors to
report criminal acitivties and seek general assistance on uMhlanga. As part of an
on going commitment and long-term relationship with the uMhlanga community,
Enforce, in a joint venture with M-Projects, has upgraded this facility to the newly
refurbished 9-metre mobile office.
Since being contracted to the UIP almost 3 years ago, a notable decrease in
criminal activity has been noted in the surrounding area. The highly visible new
mobile office and its prime geographical location will continue to send out a very
clear message to criminals that the safety and security of the uMhlanga
community is a number one priority. The new office will serve as an upgraded
facility to assist uMhlanga residents, businesses and visitors with any criminal
related matters. It will also accommodate the metro police and SAPS during their
area patrols and provide onsite offices for the UIP security and manager as well
as offices for the co-ordination and management of the UIP landscaping and
cleaning staff. The existing smaller mobile office will remain on Village Green and
will be used as a clinic.
“We would like to extend our gratitude and that of the UIP team to M-Projects for
their commitment not only to this joint venture through their sponsorship of the
refurbishing and transportation of the new mobile office, but also their
commitment with Enforce Security to provide “THAT MUCH MORE’ to ensure the
safety of the uMhlanga community,” said Anthony Feuilherade, Director of
Enforce Security.
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